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love, want (preradical CM)
v

















































































3S.NOM / that one
pers







































3S.NOM / that one
pers

















































































interjection when men are conversing (hey man)
interj
interjection when men are conversing (hey man)
interj
?











































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





















































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





look at/after (impf); watch
v





































3S.ERG / that one
pers









































































































































































































































































































for the last time, finally
adv
for the last time, finally
adv
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interjection when men are conversing (hey man)
interj
interjection when men are conversing (hey man)
interj
?






































































































































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers
3PL.ERG / those ones
pro
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Free  Whose broom did you break? (00:09:42.880 - 00:09:44.650; 00:09:46.239 - 00:09:47.849)
